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              Beta Tools 
     
     Beta tools leads the way in the production of professional working tools and instruments.

     Our catalogue comprises over 16,000 coded items for use in a wide variety of working fields, including building, hydraulics, electrotechnics and automotive  industry. Beta also stands out for its range of safety shoes and workwear. In addition, Robur is the brand name of our wire rope and lifting accessories.

     Audacity, Commitment, Harmony and Talent are the values that guide our team every day in designing and producing tools of exceptional quality, safe and durable, constantly renewed to meet the needs of every user who relies on Beta in their daily work.
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      Per i professionisti della meccanica, della manutenzione industriale, dell'autoriparazione e per coloro il cui hobby è molto di più di un semplice passatempo.
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        The Beta Group counts on the commitment of over 1,000 collaborators, in the 10 production plants of the six companies Beta Utensili, 3D Beta, VGF, BM Group, Abra Beta and Helvi, and abroad with 11 branches.
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